
In order to enter the Kingdom of Thailand, you are required to have a valid Visa or    

a valid Re-entry Permit.  

A valid Visa : If you have a Thai Visa, please check the validity of your Visa  

 
1. Valid date of a Visa 

- You can use a Visa to enter to Thailand only if the arrival date is not later than 

the date in “Valid Until”  

2. Your Visa is for Single use or Multiple use 

2.1 If your Visa is for “Single” use, you can use this Visa only one time.  In case 

that you have entered to Thailand using this Visa, for this trip you are required to 

apply for a Visa. 

2.2 If your Visa is for “Multiple” use, you can use this Visa to enter to Thailand.  

You do not need to apply for Visa. 

 

 

 

 



 

A valid Re-entry Permit : If you have been working or staying in Thailand and before 

your last departure from Thailand you applied for a Re-Entry Permit.  Please check the 

validity of your Re-entry Permit.  

 
 

1. Check “Valid Until” of your Re-entry Permit. 

- You can use re-entry permit to enter to Thailand only if the arrival date is 

not later than the date in “Valid Until”  

2. Check “Number of Entry” of your Re-entry Permit. 

2.1 If “Number of Entry” is “Single,” you can use this permit only one time.  

In case that you have entered to Thailand using this permit, for this trip you are 

required to apply for a Visa. 

2.2 If “Number of Entry” is “Multiple,” you can use this Re-Entry Permit to 

enter to Thailand.  You do not need to apply for Visa. 

 

If you do not have a valid Visa and a valid Re-entry Permit, you are required to apply 

for a visa at the Royal Thai Embassy.  

 

(For any reason, if you cannot not enter to Thailand within the valid date of visa, the 

Royal Thai Embassy will not re-issue a substitute visa and will not refund visa fee) 

 
 


